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I BOOK REVIEWS
Thu.s spea~ Germany, ~diited by W. W. Coole and M. F. Potter; fo
word bY~Hamilton Fish Armstrong. New York: Harper and Brol
ers, 194 . $3.50 .
The Roots f National Socialism, by Rohan D'D. Butler. New YOI
E. P. Dtttton and Company, 1942. $3.00.
<i!Metapoliticf: From the Romantics to Hitler, by Peter Viereck. Nc
Y;ork: Affred A. Knop~, 1941. $3.00.
These b~oks are accounts of Nazi ideas found in Germany befc
1933 and, ~or the most part before 1914. Coole and Potter's Th
Speaks Ger'rany is an assortment ~f brief quotations from Germans
the past sev ral centuries, quotations calculated; in their uncomprom
ing illibera .sm, to shock men of good will, yet purporting to be repl
sentat~ve of erman cultuJie as a whole. Rohan D'D Butler's The Roc
of National ocialism is a well-written history of the anti-liberal thoug
of German}f (1783-1933) in its relation to the social, but much me
to the political, background; Butler is a Fellow of All Souls, and I
book is embellish,ed by a dry, donnish w~t. Vierec~'sMetapolitics is II
urbane, less erudite, and less competent; but it is neither so pornpOl
so insular, nor so tendenci.ous. For the first time in English, as far al
am aware, \fiereck expounds the views of typical and influential "prol
Nazis": Father Jahn, the first Storm Trooper, and Richard Wagnl
the Fuhrer'~Fuhrer. Instead of emulating Francis Hackett's. rodomc
tade on Me n Kampf, Viereck gives an excellent summary of the idt
of the egre 'ous Alfred Rosenberg, Hitler's chief ideologist, author
the fullest pologies for Nazism, shadow-author of Mein Kampf itse
and now reported "ruler" of the Ukraine.
All thre~ books have aln end in view beyond correcting the prej
dices of th~ political philosophers by calling attention to write
neglected id England and America, whose work is as in8uential as it
342
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dangerous~ They pass judgmenJ: on Germany as. a whole; and one of.
them seems to call for her, annihilation. . \
This is Coole and Potter's Thus Speaks Germany, and here is the
authors' version of the 1919 settlement (pp. 357-358): .
~-
" The Western world so 'thoroughly believed in the sudden
trans(ormation of the soul of Germany that it did all it could to
help the Germans forget their defeat and make a quick recovery
... [but] ... when the camouflage of a "democratic" Republic
ceased to be necessary, Germany disclosed her former features....
Note (1) the lie of "did all it could;" (2) the fascist assumption that
German democracy was only an artificial superstructure hiding ~he
"real" Germany; t (3) the curious and fantastic hypothesis of a "soul of
Germany," an Jdea of Rosenberg's; (4) the Spenglerian pomposity and
the crosspatch pontificality of the_Iangu~ge.
Butler is much more civilized. Embarrassed by his own' hatred of
Germany, he 'couches 'his argument in the language of a masochistic
•litotes. For instance note the last sentences of the book (p. 299) :
. . . one is inclined to wonder whether that darkness which the
Germans h~ve so ardently invoked has not indeed proved very
fruitful. . . . And one wonders whether that people will see the
light again. .
Why does Uutler pretend to speak more in sorrow than in anger? A
cheap rhetorical t device. If his bitter and uncompromising indictment
?f Germany where even half-true,. a man would have no business "won-
dering/' much less being "inclined to wonder," whether German
thought has been fruitful. Butler's irony is spurious, for a true irony
implies a recognition that truth is not simple and that the universe is_
not painted in blacks and w~ites. Such a "two-valued orientation," to
use Korzybski's phrase, would find a more natural vent in invective, as
Hitler knows. I dwell on Butler's rhetoric because it has persuaded
some reviewers that the book is dispassionate. "Scrupulously restrained,
honest, and scientific, it carries a potent impact," says one. But in two
long and.. important reviews (Dublin Review and Horiz.on) Franz
Borkenau, the eminent German liberal, has revealed the utter unfair-
ness of Butler's garbled quotations, his careful suppressions and his,
stupid non-se...quiturs.
,f
Actu'ally, ~Peter Viereck, for all ,his slapdas4 manner, is much more
honest and even more nearly dispassionate. His book gains for being
2
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mitten in ajcountry n\lt ye.. t at war; and perhaps there is always mo
hatred of Girmany in the land of Butler, Coole, and Potter.
Viereck starts by citing Goethe and Yeats in meanings utterly I
mote from the authors' i,nt~ntions.. He is a journalist, and he s~eks tI
picturesque bven to the !eJ4tent of interpreting the rise of Nazism as
result of "robanticism" anp the frustration of a few Greenwich Villal
phonies. T at Viereck's analysis is not always as simple as it sounds
shown by th fact that he has discoIl}fited some of his reviewers by simp
- citation of-h's original text. Generalize about Viereck's interpretatic
(as I have j st done) and.ljle will produce a passage contradicting yOlgeneralizati~n. This d~s not .m~an .that he is profound; where Coo
·and Potter are crude, VIereck IS ambIguous.
The basic faults or limitations of all these men are, first, their uttl
dependence upon high-order abstractions such as national souls; secon
their enslavement to the facile antithesis and the "two-valued orient
tion." A c1racteristic result is Butler's complete failure to mentic
Germany's agnificent anti-fascists from Marx on; a sentence from
recent articl in the anti-fascist Freies Deutschland is.suggestive: "u
die Nazis zu hassen muss man ein Deutscher sein." Furthermore, Bu
ler gives the impression that fascism is not important outside German
This error i~;part of an even more important one common among Ii
erals (thou h not among communists): the idea that democracy
traditional d that tyranny is a return to some· long-outgrown dal
.age. The n.ive idea that all history has been a "'preparation for .u
liberal prof~ssor is flattering to him but weakening to his fello'
because ·it leads to an underestimation of the enemy's strength. Eve]
item in Hitler's pr()gram is hatefully traditional. It is we with our hop
I
for the common man who lave only. the future and not the past on 1>1
side.
Men like Butler and Viereck think that we are fighting for Socratl
and Jesus. The struggle, they tell us, is of mighty opposites: barbarisl
versus civili~tion, East versus West, paganism versus Christianity, he
versus heaveh, Germany v~sus the world. Just because Hitler's charl
tans are dres~d in the ragsIand tatters of historicism, pragmatism, reI
. tivism, and ~e like, these philosophies-the backbone of modern prl
I i,
gressive thqught-are declared fascistic. "Whoever," says Vierec
(p. 313), "tlieves that tbe end justifies the means is a barbarian il
vader of W[tem and Christian civilization." What then does he Sl
I
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to the invasion ofFinland or Madagascar? To wage war at all for good
ends must b~ t~ invade Western and Christian civilization. One re-
viewer says that Butler convinced him that the essential tenets of anti-
fascism are (1) the spiritual basis of human life and (2) the absolute
value of the indiVidual. Alfthis is much closer to the Neo-Thomism of
President Hutchins than to the main varieties of modern progressive
philosophy such as American pragmatism or Soviet communism.
The terms In which Butler and VierecIs conduct their discussion
drive them to utter unreality so' that one wonders what 'is the validity
of this-sort of book anyway. What is the argument? Holdedin speaks
of national revival, Hitler speaks of national revival; therefore Hitler
is a romantic and Holderlin a proto-Nazi. I suggest two objections to
this: first, that Holderlin is insulted and dragged in the mire; second,
that Hitler is Battered and 'accepted too much at his own valuation.
Natu~ally Hitler would like to think himself in the main channel of
German thought. But 'Breches characterization of the Fii4rer. is much
more accurate: der blutige Dummkopf. '
These books on the "German soul" advance a sort of counter-
- -
fascist theology that has little appeal ,outside the smaIi circles tn which
their authors move. If the roots of the trouble lie so deep in national
souls as isassumerl, then how can there be a solgtion without the total
annihilation of Germany-which the world would not tolerate and
which Stalin (for instance) does pot, according to his own statement,
desire? If good is identified with the West and with Christianity, then
perhaps the Japanese "soul''' will also prove incorrigible. India, too, is
. not a western democracy, nor is it in any sense Christian. Butler hints
that Germany is barbarous because it was never Romanized, but neither
was most of the rest of the world.
These books and the ideas they set foit~ are the weapons and
strategy of the last war in ideology as well as in action; they are wraith,s
of bygone actualities, -especially of national wars and jealousies. We
, shall not have a twentieth-eentury ide,ology until it is recognized that
our struggles-are not basically national at all and that we and our allies
are not fighting for spirituality or even for any national "souL"
ERIC RUSSELL BENTLEY
I; .
. .
(
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OUT Hawai'J by Erna Fergusson. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 194
$3·5°·
At a ti e when our Pacific outpost is shrouded in a veil of cense
ship, it is i teresting and rewarding to examine the excellent prew,
picture of t e islands whim Erna Fergusson presents, in OUT Hawaii
particularly in view of the fact that Hawaii's experiment in living In:
offer, as the ,author points out, valuable suggestions in the formulatic
of a lasting eace.
" OUT Hatpaii is conceived in such a form as to meet the requiremen
and pique the curiosity of the a\rerage reader. Neither a textbook f4
the specialist nor a handbook for the tourist, this well-illustrated volun
presupposes on the part of the reader little knowledge of our territori
possession. . .
Miss Fe~gusson is too canny to leap into the midst of her subjec
She conten~ herself at the outset in sharing with her re~ders c;asu,
facts about the islands and impressions obtained from her expert all
sympatheticIprobings of persons from every walk of life~ Then, after
judicial weighing of written and oral evidence,.she lays the cornerstor
of her reco,truction of past-Captain Cook Hawaii in making the asse
tion that" ew England fathered modern Hawaii and its mother w:
Polynesian" and that it is imposs~ble to understand Hawaii without fir
appreciatin.g- the qualities of these two races which have shared hono
throughout her recent history.
, Having ~stablished this sure foundation, she proceeds to point 01
that, unlike other countries, Hawaii was conquered, not by force (
arms, but the Gospel and the schoolb.ook; that the· missionarie
arriving at moment when the Christian faith was eagerly seized upo
as a substitu e for the crumbling system of tabu, "made a literate pOpl
lation out.o the Stone Age people" and "steadied the little kingdOl
"through fift~ years of COy.etous conflict between powerful nations,
Miss Fergusson succeedS in conveying a clear impression of the SUi
c~ssive stager in this extraordinary transition-a transition .which in
SIngle centuIT embraced what ~a:ny parts of the world reqUIred at lea:
three hundred years to achieve. She does this by presenting in tum tlJ
, portraits of tour remarkable women: Kaahumanu, the queen who ha
the courage Ito break the dread tabu; the "Missionary Mot~er," \Vb
paved the ~ay for a beneficient paternalism; Queen Emma, who~
impec(;able court was the counterpart of Queen Victoria's; andPrincei
I
I
I
I
I
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Kaiulani, whose tragic plea for the dying monarchy makes touching
reading in this hour of blitzkreig. The charming portraits of'_these
four women, eac~ so individual arid so representative of her time, give
us an intimate insight into the sweep of history.
In building up her picture of present-day Hawaii,. Miss Fergusson
does not confine herself to. Honolulu and the island of Oahu. Taking
us to"the other islands,''' she seizes upon the essential characteristics of
each, telling us, .among other things, about the lIawaiian paniolo who
indulges his: love for finery in the gaudy shirt and gay neckerchief of the
Espaiioles, whence derives his name and much of his technique.
A highlight in Miss Fergusson's travels is her investigation of the
hula. There are numerous varieties, she discovered: the hula staged for
tourists; the ancient sacred ,hula, suppressed by the missionaries and
doomed by the overthrow of the native gods.; the distinctly profane
\ longshoreman's hula from which the "Mainland" versions stem; the
hula as performed at social gatherings;· and that which the Hawaiian
natives d;ance for their own enjoyment-a version delectably described
in a priceless chapter titled "New Year's Luau at Kahakuloa." It was
at Kahakuloa that the author became aware of the hula as.a fluid, living
form of art. . . .-
I' Miss Fergusson. savors her astute observations with a sparkling sense
of humor. ;As to her conclusions, the war suspends judgment. But one
."
hopes with her that in the postwar search for a worldwide formula for .
peace, Hawaii will be able to present laboratory proof that, on a small
scale at least, peoples of different racial and cultural background can be
~used into that workable whole whichconstitute~'theideal of democracy.
THOMAS NICKERSON
Hernan Cortes,. Conqueror of Mexico; by Salvador,de Madariaga. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1941. $4.00.
.l
Liberators mid Heroes of Mexico ,and Central America, by Marion F.
L.ansing. Boston: L. C. Page &: Company, 1941. $3.00.
Of books on Hernan Co!"tes and the Conquest of Mexico, there have
been a.large number. The theme is a ·dramatic one. It ind\ldes those
stirring qualities of love and romance; rise from nonentity to a position
of leadership by sheer pers0t:lal courage, shrewdness, and strength;· dis-
6
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covery of un~nown lands and peoples; military conquest against appall
ing odds; an4 the addition ito the Spanish empire of Mexico, one of it
richest and most precious jlewels.
Such was; the fortune of Cortes. From his day to the present, therl
is perhaps no chapter in history more remarkable. It is small wondel
therefore, that numerous writers have tried to tell this story, and tha
• I --
we have suc~ accounts as W. H. Prescott's classic Conquest of Mexia]
as brilliant 1story now !is when it~was written nearly a hundred year
ago, or that 41 man of the reputation of Salvador de_Madariaga should
today, give uls a new interpretation af this same'event.
. Briefly, <jorres. born in ~pain in 1487, was seized with a desire to g>
adventuring I during those stirring days follolV,ing the discovery 0
America an1 the water-r?ute to India, and succeeded in coming tc
"the Indies' in 1504. There, on the .Island ,of Santa Domingo, hl
became a pl~nter and minor official, but gave little indication. of thl
qualities that were later tq place him on a pinnacle of success, whid
rivaled only the accomplishments of Christopher Columbus.
But the "fVorl4 was expanding. From the litt~e group of Spanisl
islands in ~ West Indies: and the Caribbean area, all that was thel
known of thq New World, Spanish expeditions penetrated to the north
ern coast of South America~ to the shores of Central America. and acros
its narrow isthmus, and, m~st important of all, to Yucatan and Mexice
I •
with their distinctive native civilizations. Two captains from Cuba, OJ
I
orders of its governor, had ventured into the Gulf of Mexico, and thel
Cortes, in 15~9,was sent to tempt su~cesswhere they had failed. He die
so, but here ie may only refer to the highlights of his conquest: how hi
obtained the interpreters, Aguilar and Dona Marina; made an alliancl
with Cempo )la; founded Vera Cruz; "burned" (sank) his ships; in
vaded and c~nquered Tlaxcala with less than five hundred men an(
sixteen hors,s; o~erwh~lmed treacherous Cholula; entered M~xico Cit~
and made a (Captive of Its ruler, Montezuma; captured Narvaez and hi
army of nind hundred men. and eighty hor~s with a force of about twe
hundred and fifty; was driven out of Mexico on the "noche triste;'
reconquered! the city and entire surrounding area with less than onl
thousand Sp~ish soldiers; ~nd how he was recognized by the Empero:
and acclaim~d throughout ~pain.
Madariaga relates the w):lole dramatic story, but the reader will mis
in his pages many of the aIltecdotes told by others. Yet he treads alway
I
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on firm ground. Rarely does he stray from such contemporary chron-
icles as the Historia Verdadera of Bernal Diaz del Castillo, the Cr6nica
de la Nueva Espana of Francisco Cervantes de Salazar, or other contem-
porary evidence. The author has little space fc;>r the amor01.~s escapades
of Cortes, dwelt on at length by some, but grasps the wider significance
•
of the entire conquest with clearness and force: He understands Cortes
and the men of his time far better than many~ He realizes that the
sixteenth 'century was different from the nineteenth. He senses the
greatness ;:tnd weakness of Cortes. Madariaga's account of Cortes will
endure as .~ keen, factuat well-written, psychological approach to the
Conquest of Mexico.. .
In contrast to Madariaga's volume, which measures up to the critic's
taste in, scholarship, Liberators and Heroes of Mexico and Central
America, by Marion F. Lansing, is designated for adifferent audience.
It is written for the general public. In a series of short chapter~ he
tells the story of Hi~lgo, Morelos, ItIirbide, Morazan, Benit<? Juarez,
Barrios, an<l half a dozen other heroes of these countries. Each essay is
a unit, a l~ttle gem from the history of that particular country. H, the
people of the United States understood these and other heroes of the.
Latin American nations be~ter and if they realized that these men are
real heroes in their own country, the cause of the Good Neighbor policy
wou~d be vastly enhanced.
GEORGE P. HAMMOND
, .
South A'inlfrica and Hemisphere _Defense, by J. Fred Rippy. Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1941. $1.50.
Inter-American Solidarit"", by Herminio Portell Vila et al. Chicago:
'The University of Chicago Press, 1941. $1.50. .
The A. B. C~ of Latin America,.by Frank Henius. Philadelphia: David
McKaY,Company, 1942. $1.50._
These three modest volumes are a pleasant relief from the mass
of current literature ~n Latin America: travel notes by. our messengers
of good will, interesting but! superficial accounts by itinerant journal- .
ists turned statesmen ~or t~e' occasion, pon~erous. professional dis-
sertations based on secondary authorities, all written with an eye 'to
the coordinator's budget, the -best seller list, or the promotion com-
mittee, as the case may be.
8
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Dr. Rippy's little volume contains the Waltc;.r Lynwood Flemi:
Lectures i~ Southern History, delivered by"'-1iifil' at Louisiana SGl
University ~n 1941. These four lectures reflect the author's' customa
careful scholarship, and his analysis of the United States-Latin Ame
can relatio+s is sound and readable. It is only when Dr. Rippy fe4
that he has Isomething to sell in the way of an inter-American progra
that his efforts become rather strained. Thus in the first lecture, a c
tailed discu ion of the foreign policy of the United States becomes,
quote the a thor, "the EVGlution of the American System," an Arne:
can system which it is stated has existed for more than a centul
There may be an American system, but Latin Americans will pro
ably not ac ept references to Simon Bolivar, the Panama Congress
1826, a~d fast clashes with Britain over contraband poliCies as e,
dence of ~e antiquity 01£ our present-day foreign policy. 'Why n
offer the GQod Neighbor Policy as a pure act of repentance? In his d:
cussion of fpture commercial relations and investment possibilities;:
South Ame~ica,Dr. ltippyi is not on certain ground. Mr. Hull's recipr
"cal trade tr«taty program is surely not a prop for any concept of herr
spheric ~elffufficiency.which the author appare~tl! b~lieves to be y
most satlsfa~tory solutIon qf these problems, ~.nd It IS dIfficult to see JU
in what manner the financing of South ~~ica by our governmen
instead of lhy private investors, is 'any great improvement. It seen
obvious th1; while under a system of free enterprise only a few COIl
mercial dis utes become the subject of diplomatic intervention. und,
the present system of government financing, every default by a Lati
American country will necessarily involve a diplomatic incident. Tl
author's the is in these lectures leads him to the verge of hemispher:
isolation. 0 e must bear the fact in mind, however, that most of or
Latin Arne .can experts, including those in our government servio
are ~nding it necessary to 6t their views into the terms of the Atlanti
Charter, an~ a broader concept of world organization than that en
bodied in the term "Pan-Americanism."
.
Inter-American Solidarity consists of seven lectures delivered at th
University of Chicago in 1941 under the Norman Wait Harris Ml
morial FouJlldation. These lectures cover the entire field of inte:
American r~ati~ns. including an excellent discussion by Major Georg
Fielding Elipt on the "Strategy of Hemispheric Defense" and othe
.lectures on ~rade and finalilcial problems,. raw materials, cultur~l rele
tions, and Pkn-Americanism. Several of the authors are Latin Amer:
9
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cans who present the point of view of their countries. Senor Ortega~s
lecture on <:ultural relations ought to be sufficient to persuade our most
ardent good will messengers that culture is' something that cannot
be bought and sold by folio. Practically all the lectures with the e~­
ception of Major Eliot's stress ~he detachment of the Western Hemi~
sphere, although Dr. Rippy in ~is lecture on Pan-Americanism some-
what regretfully concedes that the Western Hemipshere is a part of
the world and that, the conquest of the British Isles by a ~ilitary
aggressor would menace the American nations. The volume ~ontains
a lecture by Professor Scott of McGill University on "Canada and
Hemispheric Solidarity:' This is interesting because .most of our ex-
perts on inter-American affairs, including the authors of this volume
apart from Profes~or Scott, seem to overlook the_fact that Canada is a
part of the Western Hemisphere, although she" is unquestionably, as
Professor Sco~t states, "its largest, and sec9nd most powerful state." It
would be well for those having our program of inter-American rela-
tions in charge not to overlook the importance of our northern neigh-
bor and the part that Canada, free as she is from those criticisms which
beset the past poHcies of the United States, may 'play in bringing about
hemispheric"solidarity.·· '
The A. B. C. of Latin dmerica is a compilation of factual informa-
. tion, commercial, governmental, and otherwise, from each of> the re-
publics of Latin America.· This work appears to have been carefully
done a'nd within limits a publication of this kind undoubtedly will
• ., I
serve a useful purpose. It is not.a volume which one reads through, but
rather a useful manual for consultation.
V I c'T 0 R E. K LEV E N
The Unpublished ~etters of Adolphe F. Bandelier, concerning the
, Writing and Publicatio!" of The Delight Makers, with an introduc-
tion by Paul Radin. EI Paso, Texas: C:;lrl Hertzog, 1942. $2.50.
In 1929 Mrs. Fanny Bandelier gave Paul Radin a small packet of
letters written by her husband to Thomas Allibone Janvier and his
wife betWeen March 12', 1888, and May, 1892. Radin and the New
York bookseller and importer, Charles P. Everitt, eventually asked Carl
Hertzog and Tom Lea, the El Paso printer and artist noted for their
interest in' rare Southwest items, to publish the letters for them. An
10
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almost eede chain of triails and mishaps, for' both Radin and the pi
lishers, att¢nding the making of the book ~re now belied by its perfl
tion, with ILea's portrait frontispiece of Bandelier, Hertzog's flawl,
printing arid design, and their fine facsimile of one of the letters. Th(
misfortune~were a story in themselves sufficient to make both art
and printet declare that the ghost of an irate Bandelier must be haUl
ing the prfject of Paul Radin for his introductory remarks about t
scientist b~ing "a· befuddled romantic." If so, the ghost of that (
perfectioniSt phjustly pursued a printer of·requal probity, for- onl~
fine craftsman working for the love of the job would have seen the bo
through the complete re-printing and resulting financial loss whi
Hertzog erldured to make a book worthy of telling the story of anotl
fine book. I
All that is an inside s~ory, but it is fitting preface to this account
Bandelier'~ own struggle with the novel. In March, 1888, writing
Janvier, a rhiladelphia j~urnalistwho had spent IIlost of 1881-1887
Colorado alnd New Mexicb, Bandelier first diffidently mentions his boe
"... now don't be too much prejudiced against that poor 'romance'
mine, bu~read it first," and asks some questions about preparin~
manuscrip for pUb~ica~o?, Appare?tly, ~anvier was loath" then a
later, to e the SCIentIst s venture Into lIterature very senously a
·must have' suggested concentration on scientific tracts, for in Septe
her, 1888, Band~lier defends the project on the grounds that the rom:
tic Indian ~'fraud" of Cooper or the Aztec "myth" of Prescott must
destroyed ~ literature as well as in science.' '
In mady letters Bandelier speaks of his difficulty in translating 1
German of his first draft and repeatedly belittles his own literary pOll
before J~vier's greater skill. In January, 1889, he writes with grl
relief that tthe book is completed, asks Janvier's help in submitting
to publis~rs, and expresses his entire willingness to alter anythi
save the npth of his pi~ture; not one "IOTA" of that will he sacrifi
Janvier ev.dently made' faithful though unsuccessful attempts to fine
'publisher; 'buthe would not say what he thought of the book, now tl
tatively titlled The Koshare; and Bandelier, jokingly thr~atening h
with "a st<j>ne knife and ,hatchet of my forefathers" if he doesn't 81
"making ~n of my novel," begs. for frank comment which Janv
never, app~rently, expressed. (In his introduction Mr. Radin, I belie
misreads the letter of June 20, 1889, wherein Bandelier speaks of "(
11
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approbation," obviously not that 9f Janvier but of the publishers, s\nce
Bandelier still pleads for_his friend's criticism.)
Bandelier is heartened even ?y Scribner's refusal because their
rejection is based on limited appeal rather than, on literary incompe-
tence which he so feared. Finally, the manuscript remains for several
months with 'C~arles Eliot Norton, whose influence may have, helped
toward publication, though on November 24, '1889, Bande.lier has
almost given up The Koshare. Then there is a gap in the correspond-
ence until Jalnu.ary 31, 1891, when he reports favorable reviews of
The Delight Makers.
Aside from this story of the book, th~ biographical glimpses in the
letters are interesting. This is the time o~ Bandelier's bitter disillusion-
ment wi~h the Hemenway eKpedition, and with 'the Southwest-Ult is
strange how everything related to tJ1is country turns melancholy at
once," even with the United States where for forty years he has had
"nothing but sorrow and disappointments." There are a few uncompli-
mentary asides,'"about the unreliability of Davis (in E1 Gringo) , Helen
Hunt Jackson's ignorance of the California Indians, J. Walter Fewkes'
"villainous intrigues." Charles F. Lummis's "bumptiousness," both per-
sonal a1?-d liter~ry.
But the g~I\uine modesty of Bandelier, the glow of his friendship
.and admiration for the more')acile Janvier, his utter unawareness of
the unique merit of his book contribute the most endearing personal
touch. Janvier produced an archaeological novel, too, a light, racy
affair possibly inspired by his friend's efforts. On October 13, 1889,
Bandelier says, "am curious to read that novel of yours," generously
admitting that a Mexican setting has more appeal than one of the
Southwest. O~ January 31, 1889,-he writes to Mrs. Janvier of The
Delight Makers, "If I were able to write as Tom writes, I might have
made a good book out of it.... The Aztec Treasure House [1890] is a
very remarkable book." However he adds gently, "he ought to study
the Indian mor.e ... penetrate his inner life. . .. From Mexico and with
the Indian as he is there now, a new literature could almost be started.
I have enough to do with the New Me~can aborigine." But Janvier
was to go potboiling a merry way from the Aztecs through Provence and
the Sargasso Sea and back to Mexico only casually; and Bandelier'was
soon off to the better days of his Bolivian and Peruvian research, neither
of them, in their honest friendship apparently to perceive the irony of
12
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these letters between the humble novice who made literature oul
scientific truth and the admired and faintly condescending mentor,
took his r~aders on a George. A. Henty expedition through The A,
Treasure ¥owe.
I KATHERINE SIMO
I
Navajo Crkation Myth, The Story of Emergence, by Hasteen Klah;
cordedlby Mary C. Wheelwright. Navajo Religion Series, Vol
Santa lfe: Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art, 1942. $10.00.
Knowltdge. of Southwestern ethnology is considerably enhanced
the appea~ance of Navajo Creation Myth. This is the first of a I
jected series of publicatimns on America's most populous Indian trl
Both profJssional and .lay readers will anticipate with pleasure sul
quent conributions. . . . . .
The scr,pe of the volume IS broader than the title would Indic
The bulk .f the work dealing with the legend of emergence is of
treme inte. est psychologically and culturally. It illustrates the imp
ance of the personality f~ctor in myth rendition which was forcef.
brought tq the attentiom of anthropologists by Dr. Morris Edw
Opler in Three Types af Variation and Their Relation to Cullt
Change in~angUage, CuUure, and Personality.
KIah, iss Wheelwright's informant, was one of the noted tr~
vestitesof I e Navajo reservation. While Navajo Creation Myth folIc
the conventional myth p4ttern of previous versions recorded from 1
people, th~ neurotic background of the raconteur is clearly discerni
in certain &ubstitutions and changes of emphasis. The most notabl€:
these digr~sions is the attributing of the central rol~ in creation c
emergence;to be'gocidi, the transvestite deity of the Navajo. A mil
character tinaer normal (Conditions, KIah's account raises his status
that approaching a high Igod. In this way the informant was able
rationalize :his own eccentric behavior. The case is an extremely in1
esting one. It is an actuat example of cultural dynamics and illustrat
of the latitude which the <;:ultural pattern allows for the accommodati
of the unusual individual~
Other notable features of the volume are a section of Navajo SOl
from various ceremonials, hitherto unpublished material on Nav:
masked pe~ormers, and an account of the Blessing Way Chant. 'I
latter is prdfusely illustrated with reproductions of the pollen paintil
used in that ritual.
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Two points may be mentioned in criticism: Readers will deplore
the excessive use of native terms which make reading difficult~ More-
over, these terms are recorded in an unaccepted system. Folklorists
will complain that the myth has been over-edited.
The book is an attractive one. The Rydal Press is to be compli-
mented on its ptinting. The binding, by Hazel Dreis, is artistic and
well done. Grea,t credit is due the Dunewald P,iinting Company for
their realistic reproduction of the color illustrations of the pollen
paintings. W W H
• • ILL
Short Grass Country, by Stanley Vestal. New York: Duell, Sloan and
Pearce, 1941. $3.00.
14 History of Oklahoma, by Grant Foreman. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1942. $'3.50. '
,
The Road to Di~appearanceJ by Angie Debo. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1941. $3.50.
"Fasten one end of a logchain,to the top of a fence-post. If the wind
does not blow th~ chain straight out, the breeze is moderate.". '
ThisquotatiQn, as well as anything, illustrates the quality of Stanley
V;estal's Short G~ass Country. The third volume of~the American Folk-
ways series, Short Grass Country is an admi]'able companion to its pre-
decessors, Haniel- Long's Pinon Co~ntry and Edwin Corle's Desert
Country. It is a good deal of everything and not much of anything in
particular, ~n engaging patchwork of folklore"history, humor, sociology,
and weather reports that somehow manages to catch the flavor of the
region which Vestal describes as bounded "by the Ozark Hill-billies to
the east, by the Spanish-American sheep-herders to the west, by the
cornhuskers in Nebraska on the north, and on the south by the brush-
poppers of Texas."
The country of which Vestal Writes is a "land of buffalo hunts and
county-seat wars; of roundups, rodeos, and barbecues; of cattle, wheat,
and oil; of prairie fires, tornadoes, cloudbursts, northers, and -dust
storms; of barHed wire, windmills, and branding irons; of boots and
saddles, warbonnets, and steel hel:tpets; . . . of dugouts, soddies, bunk-
houses and skysCJi3.pers; of ghost towns and boom towns; of Okies and
squawmen, ciboleros and rustlers, and vigilantes; of sidewinders, and
coyotes and roadrunners; of homed toads and prairie dogs, of good
women and bad men."
14
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Short Grass Country contains a great deal of information on tOI
as widely separated as tipis and menus; .a good many stories, tall (
otherwise, illustrating t~ plainsman's capacity for overstatement; (
an excellent, although iqcidental, analysis of the relationships betwl
the characferistics of the1land and those of the people who inhabit
Behind th~ lightness of the book is a solid knowledge of the region (
a profounc,l admiration fQr the courage of its people who battled Indi
and blizzalrds, dust storms and floods, droughts and depressions; (
were still rble to say at the end, "Well, the wind ble~ the dirt a,"
But we haren't lost everything. We still got the mortgage."
The people of Vestal's bOQk are the people who made Oklahol
a people ~hose complete story is told by Grant Foreman in his s,d
arly histor~ of that state., Having come into Oklahoma with the Da'
Commissi@n near the beginning of the present century, Mr. Foren
had an exaellent opportunity to observe the events leading up to OJ
homa's aqmission to statehood in 1907 and To study the relad
between tpe government of the United States and those of the F
Civilized Tribes who for: seventy-five years maintained an orderly ~i
ization in Ithe Indian Telrritory. In 358 closely packed pages, he gi'
with consitlerable detail, lhe turbulent story of Oklahoma from the.ti
of the LoJisiana Purchak until the present when the state has alre:
begun to Ibse many of those characteristics which made it unique. "1
history of ro otJ:1er state:' "Mr. Foreman states i'n his introduction, "
rived froD]l more fundamentally distinctive natural forces, conditic
trends, alfd developments-bewildering questions of public policy, d
cult problF.ms of reconcilling the operation of the laws of nature '"
Indian ri&~ts, private greed, and national honor-than the state t
was refuse~ admission to the Union until she had half as many peo
as were iIi the Thirteen Original Colonies at the close of the R(;
lution." I
Out ofl the complicat€d and difficult material of Oklahoma's hist<
Mr. Fore*an has made a smooth-moving book whose wealth of "de
is deceptiye in its easy flow. It is not an easy book to read, nor a I
- ticularly i'tertaining one; but it is both comprehensive and thorOl
and will ecome one of the principal sources to which students of
remon wi refer. " .~~. I
Miss :Qebo'.s The Road to Disappearance might 'be said to be
enlargemt'nt upon a parU of Foreman's history of Oklahoma. For wh
Foreman. ealt with the entire panorama 'of Oklahoma history, 1\
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LYLE SA U !'l D E R S
Debp has focilsed upon one of the Five Civilized Tribes, the Creeks,
and particularly upon their history since the Civil War, and has given
us their entire story from the time of their first encounter with the
whites on their tribal lands east of the Mississippi until their loss' of
independent political identity during the first decade of the twentieth
j;
century.
It is not a pl~asant story that Miss Debo has to tell'lit could never
be pleasant to trace the descent of a proud and integrated people from
national independence to the st~tus of a scattered and disintegrating
minority shqrn of their instit~tional patterns and forced into the
acceptance of'an alien culture-nor is it one that reflects credit -upon
our national policies towards minority groups within our borders. But
it is a story that needed to be told, and Miss Debo has done a fine job,In
the telling of the whole story: the forcible wrenching of the Creeks from
their eastern lands; ~heir ill-planned, harr~wing exodus to the west;
the partial reQuilding of theit political and social institutions in their
. ~ - -
new home; and their final engulfment, by the westward-spreading wave
of white settlers.
,
The Creek ~ation no longer exists. But in the words of·Pleasant
Porter, one of ~he last of their national leaders: "The vitality of our race
still persists. We have. not lived for naught. We are the original dis-
coverers of this continent, and the conquerors of it from the animal
kingdom, -and on it first taught, the arts of peace and war, anq. first
- planted ~he institutions of virtue, truth, and liberty: ... The race that
has rendered this service to the other nations of mankind cannot utterly
perish."
Billy Kin~s Tombstone) by C. L. Sonnichsen. Caldwell, Idaho: The
Caxton Printers, 1942. $3.00.
Longhorn Cowboy) byJames H.fCook, edited and with an introduction
by Howard R. Driggs. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons; 1942. $2.00. '
Death Valley and Scotty) by Clarence ,P. Milligan. Los Angeles: The
Ward Ritchie Press, 1942. $2.50.
Law West of the Pecos) by ~verett Lloyd. San Antonio: The Naylor Co.,
1941. $2.00. '
It is good occasionally to gossip over the back fence of time about
the juicy happenings of other days. It is particularly gt>d when the
16
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gossiper chances to b~ Billy King, erstwhile barkeep, gambler,
deputy sheriff, and the happenings are those which took place in TI
stone, Arizona, in the r~isteringeighties.
In its heyday there I was nothing dead about Tombstone excel
occasional citizen who talked too much and too soon and shot too
and too late. From T(!)ugh Nut Street to Dutch Annie's and be)
Tombstone was a lively and lusty town whose flavor is admirably
served in Mr. Sonnichsen's gusty narrative. From the opening I
where a toughie. from Bisbee who brought a wildcat on a leash it
Tombstone saloon was put to flight by a live rattlesnake casually dJ
from the pocket of an unperturbed local barfly, the book comes to
- and the fascinated reader is plunged into the social whirl of "the wi(
est town in the United States." Sordid and vicious anq bawdy wen
lives of the knights and ladies of Tombstone, but their vice was temF
by a ribald and gargantuan humor, and their bawdiness coulc
attributed, by one charitably inclined, to nothing more than an irr,
ible impulse to good clean lust. Whatever the balance of their f;
and virtues, the Dutch Kid, Fatty Ryan, Billy Stiles, Lizette the Fl
Nymph, Crazy Horse Lil, Nosey Kate, Madame Moustache, et al '
an interest~ng crew and Mr. Sonnichsen. has made of them and 1
community a vastly entertaining book.
While the good people of Tombstone were scattering fragmen
the Ten Commandments over the .Arizona landscape, James H.·(
was growing up as a "brush popper" and "cow waddie" on the
Texas plains.. In Longhorn Cowboy he tells, with a simplicity
approaches understatement, th.e details of cowboy life 'in the days oj
Chisholm Trail, a life that was dangerous and lonely and hard,
which "lacking in excesses and frills, tended to make men." It isa 1
story that Cook has to tell and one which gains appreciably throug!
excellent editing of Howard R. Driggs, who has managed to keep
uninhibited vitality of Cook's own words and at the same time to rell
the repetJ.ttons and grammatical errors which have spoiled many (J
books of this type.
Death Valley and Scotty might have been a better book if Mill
had had someone like Driggs to edit it before pubHcation. For
Milligan's book is as lush as Cook's is simple, and one's attentjon i~
frequently diverted from the mountains of Death Valley to mount
of adjectives with here and there a cliche leaping from pinnacle to (
It is a pity that Mr. Milligan could not have resisted his over-fond
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for words like cromlech, reyenant, gonfalons, and behemoth; that he
did not decide to write either a book of fact or a book of fantasy and
then stick to his decision; that he did not tell more,about bo~ Death
Valley and Scotty. For one has the feeling that Mr. Milligan could i
write an excellent book about Death Valley if he tried. Death Valley
and Scotty, however, is not it.
Judge Roy ]~ean perhaps deserves a better biographer than he found
in Everett Lloyd. Law West of the Pecos deals with the stuff of which
legends are made, but the book suffers from poor organization' and
indifferent· writing..,The stories of Judge Bean are good stories, J>ut
when they are !old three times in a ~undred and t~enty pages-as~re
'- the accounts of Bean's fining a corpse forty dollars for carrying a con-
cealed weapon and of his fondness for shortchanging customers at his
bar-even the best stories' gr~w a little tiresome. It may be, as lloyd
claims, that the real Judge Roy Bean was the'type of person who will
occupy a permanent place in the folklore of the Southwest, but the Roy
Bean who fills the pages of Law West of the Pecos is only an egocentric
and ca~,tankerousold man addicted to petty graft and pompous bluster-
ing, whom it would be kinder to forget.
Each of the books here considered is important in that it recorcb~
however well or indifferently, a bit of the color and flavor-of an era that
, 'now'lives only in the mindS' of a few "last leaves" like Billy King and
{;; ,
James Cook anel Scotty. No one who wishes to know the.old West can
afford to ignore Jthem.
LYLE SAUNDERS
The Spanish-A meric.an Song and Game Book, compiled by workers of
the Writers Program, Music Program and Art Program of the Work
Projects Administratio~ in the State of New Mexico. New York:
A. S. Bar~es Co. $2.00.
I
This book contains material which has long been needed in the
folk world. To the various W.P.A. Programs goes a vote of thanks for
. collecting and bringing it together in book form. .
As is often the case where there is much collaboration, however, a
certain 'evident lack of ~neness in purpose keeps cropping up.. Per-
haps the most apparent fault is the failure to make the transition of
feeling from~pailish to English. Granted that an explanation ~s made
4-: in the introductlQn as to the translations: "The songs have been trans- I
,.
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lated freely into English so they can be sung more easily; therefore:
English for the stanzas will be found to differ in some instances f
the Spanish." Nevertheless, it is disconcerting to find the direction
games again and again translated so freely that the meaning or imp
tion of the game loses its original form. The same (and to a gn
degree) is true of certain words used in the stanzas which could 1
perhaps, been better left""untranslated. For example, &11 sense of
,folk meaning of the word "posole" (food for Christmas and' Spl
occasions-hominy, pigs' feet, etc.) is lost when inanely translate
"soup"! A familiarvdish, why tran~late it any more" than one Wl
attempt '0 translate "chile," "tamal" or "tortilla"? The idea bein
preservel the folk meaning (and surely that was the idea), freel
should have encouraged that preservation and not its destructio~.
This exagg~rated freedom of translation a~n hits one in the
when in such a game as Puno Punete the phrase "date en la fre
" becomes "touch your wrist." From a virile game (we recall hitting
selves so hard on the forehead that we had to finish the game "by
tending to fall down dead) it turns into a panty-waist business of "t<
your wrist" I Mexican children in our day would have laughed an~
out of the room who had thought of sacrificing a punch on the j
head for a touch on the wrist just for the sake of a jingle.
Perh~ps those responsible for making the language transition Cl
not sense 'the feeling behind the Spanish version. Yet in spite of
fact that this ineffectual attempt often badly bungles the autht
meaning, the original quality of the games usually shows through.
We did not mind the grammatically incorrect language for w
an explanation was offered, but we did mind the changing of 80m
the "incorrectness" into more polite versions.. Thus a "mata Sf
which definitely was related to animal excrement in other epoch
made to appear "meca ceca" and translated "here and there:' ~
purification is painful. One tries much harder not to laugh, whi<
the purpose of the game, if the punishment is eating a dead dog or
excrement of a cow-imaginary as it may be-than if all one has to <
a Disneyed "pay a price before my eyes."
The book itself is very:attractive and of practical size for use bot
playing the music or following directions.
We feel that more than ordinary credit should go to Gisella Lot
and Undine Gutierrez for their part in illustrating the book. '
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usual charm and feeling characteristic of these artists make up for the
frequent -blanks where apparently illustrations should have been in-
serted but were no~, thus giving the book a hurried-job appearance that
is to b~ regretted, since the whole effort is very worth while and should
have received t!I~ completest consideration-both from the publisher
and those engaged in producing it.
MELA SEDILLO
" '
Slave Songs <Jf the Georgia Sea Islands, by Lydia Parrish. New York~
Creati.ve Age Press, Inc., 1942 • $3.5Q.
For seventy years we were preoccupied with considerations of the
white man's domination over the black man, strength versus weakness.
'In the last decade t~ere has peen a sensible reversal of viewpQint: The
southerner can best be understood only in the dark of his association
with the Negro. It is protectively worth while, then, to familiarize our-
selves with the arti~tic expression~of Alfrican psychology.
Mrs. Parrish, though not a social propagandist, is aware of the deep-
rooted race consciousness of the.black man, and appreciative of his cul-
tural heritage, to the preservation of which she has devoted twenty-five
years of servite. Descended from Salem Qllakers, she early conditioned
her ear to the songs of runaway slaves. She is well equipped to present
. to us related Songs of the Georgia Sea Islanders whose co.nfidence she
has won. For "Janey Jackson" or "Milly Polecat" is as jealous of her
racial tradition as the New Mexican Indian, and as secretive. The songs
of the Negro are basically his own, the product of his needs and supersti-
tions. He has contributed more to musical literature than he has
. .
borrowed, and efforts to discredit the origin of his talents and contribu-
'tions imply an intolerable arrogance on the part of the white man.
Rather, it should be the wllit~ man's privilege. to preserve the African
song-forms of emotional release instead of attacking them at their
dandelion ropts.- Boomerang$ have been kI,lown to be' unpleasan~.
"RockahMh Moomba," "Knee-bone i Call You Knee-bone Bend,"
"Stickit Ball a Hack," "Can't Hide Sinner," "Pay Me My Money Down"
-such characteristic titles symbolize play, religion, and work. American
experiences of every character undergo a peculiar chemical changel in
their passage through African consciousness. The primitive truth wnich
we associate .with the 'fol~ong emerges, felt rather than consciously
planned.
20
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Slave songs of the Georgia Sea Islands have their echoes in (
sections. "No Hidin' Place" with its "Ab'm goin' t' run t' the rod
a hidin' place ... Fox got a hole in the groun'/ Bi~d got a nest it
air/ There's nare one thing got a hidin' place/ But these sinnen
,1 none" was a favorite at the Zeta Tau Alpha house in Berkeley, ~
fornia, in 1914. It had the, following form, however, sung by a
from Kentucky: "A sinner sat at the gates of hell/ The gates gave
and in he fell/ Go down Moses/ I went to the rock to hide my face/
rock cried out"No hidin' place,! Go down Moses."
The music of these songs, solo and chorus. and percussion, is 1
scribed.by Creighton Churchill and Robert MacGuinsey. The tas
indicating a non-European idiom is a difficult one, in the end a (
promise. But there has been no recourse to mere arrangement.
musicians have erred mechanically, perhaps, in their efforts to pres
conventional key signatures. The reader's psychology is thereby co
tioned, and the effect of Pentatonic-Major and Pentatonic-Aeo
modes blurred. The major scale minus its fourth and seventh deg
is in reality an independent, unrelated agent.
The book is beautifully illustrated and up to .standards set by
Creative Age Pres~. An ~xcellent introduction by Olin Downes c
justified prestige. .
RUTH HAN!'
The Copper Pot, by Oliver La Farge. Boston: Houghton Miffiin C
pany, 1942. $2.50 •
The Copper Pot is a skillful novel, a good novel, in no sense a g
~ novel. The canvas is small but alive and sensuous. The reader gets
excitement of going 1?ehind the closed doors of the New Orleans Fre
Quarter, of glimpsing the lives in the rooms edged by the lacy i
galleries. The plot is slight. The conflict is the age-old conflict of
young-man-artist avoiding easy financial security to the right and
"over the brink" to the left. The author has his hero Tom Hartsh
achieve-not. without excursions to left and right-the hard, reward
road of honest work and hones} love. Painting what the world will 1
that he may paint what he believes in-art feeding art-seems to be
answer. Finally if the artist is the real thing, the real pictures (one i
a copper pot 0t:! a balcony) win honorable mentions, prizes, and sa
====~~==~' ~ ,_._--
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The theme is old. The time and place and slant of characterization
fresh. During the two years before Pearl Harbor, the time of the story,
the rumble of distant wars coming ever nearer makes work and love
both more and less important to artists and writers. It is signtficant that
the art colony is in New Orleans,U... S. A~~not Italy, not Paris now.
Mr. La Farge knows New Orleans from his own Witing days in the
French Quarter. His permanent address is now Santa Fe. The New
England and Harvard background of the hero are partially autobi-
graphical, JOO.
The men in the novel are convincing and clearly distinguishable.
Tom and his best friend Pete, the writer, are a little too alike, and the
continuous drinking is a bore and reminiscent of the novels of ,the
twenties. "Have a Martini." "No, I hav~ just had three beers," etc.,
etc. The women are unreal. Jenny and Frances merge until you forg~t
which name belongs to which. Estelle is merely a symbol of the easy
wealth and social smoothness Tom finds him~lf pulled toward. Rita,
of the house of the copper pot, is no more believable than a Kress store \
imitation of a Dresden figurine. La Farge has never been able to show
what makes wom~n tick. Even Slim Girl of the Pulitzer Prize winner, ("
Laughing Bo." is a romanticist's dream. ,
I It is easy to pick flaws with a La Farge novel, the plotting and the
characterization. It is as a pure artist that he is superb. He makes you
sense places, interiors, exteriors of houses, colors, lights,. shadows, and
the cooling ririns. While you read the book you live in New Orleans.
And there is always the pleasure of the exact word, the perfectly turned
phrase that few can~achieve so well. If you love New Orleans and can't
gojust now, or if you can, read The Copper Pot. "
MABEL MAJOR
Venetian Adventurer: Marco Polo, by Henry H., Hart. Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia: Stanford University Press, 1942. $3'.50.
'.The pageantry' of the West, 'the fever and glitter of European his-
tory, fade into dim insubstan~ial things as the adventure of Marco Polo
spreads its unimaginable but true tapestry before one's eyes. It is a
miraculous story, and the quiet unemphatic narration of it merely
accentuates its miracle.
For the travels of Marco Polo into the land of the Tartars, his
twenty-five years 'as an honored guest of Kublai Khan, his long, incred-
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ible return to his native Venice, all this was a jO\Jrney not alone il
new climate, but a journey into a new world. One is staggered a
facts. There is more blood here than one can understand; there is 1
• _ ·2
allure here than one can well bear.
The grandfather of Kublai Khan was Genghis Khan. Since his
there has been no comparable 'slaughter, no comparable devasta
let air-borne bombs say what they will. Genghis- Khan capturec
Persian city of Termed, and left it a city of one million and a
corpses. At Nishapur not even domestic animals, cats, or dOgs ,
spared. A mountain of skulls smoked into the sky. When he die
1227 he ruled the largest empire in the world, no man a larger be
or since, and left over eighteen million human corpses in Asia aIm
a memorial. The Mongol flood washed the walls of Prague and 104
toward a supine Europe.
Before Kublai Khan in 1270 stood Marco::Polo of Venice, "a ye
bachelor of very great and noble aspect." He had completed the
chapter of the longest, the most wearisome, and the most remark
journey "ever made and recorded by any man in all the world's histe
So writes Dr. Hart,· and 'his book proves every word of this and III
Not for twenty-five years did Marco Polo return to Europe, and ""
he once more saw the lions of St. Mark in 1295, he was an old rna
new man, a man who had lived a fuller life than any human being {
more can possibly know, wag the world on as it may.
He had-take it just at random-governed a province of Ch
known Burma well, been ambassador to tribes and principalities, be
the omnipotent gold seals of the Khan into regions unknown by Eut
to this day; he had discovered what group of women is the most bea
ful in the world; he had learned the real reason for the binding of
feet of Chinese women; he perhaps was the first European to kJ
spaghetti and ice cream; he had seen petroleum, paper money, print
the lands of Java, Sumatra, and India; he had described animals 1
only later history was to verify, deserts and valleys and~populaces 1
mankind only centuries later was to admit; he had gazed toward Ja:
and in misplacing it influenced the later Columbus-he had seen:
done whatever marvels there are in the world. His story, so mattet
fact told by him, so matter-of-fact and so intelligently retold by Dr. H
is a masterpiece of observation, experience, fortitude, and wisdom;
There is dissatisfaction in this book. After reading it, one mo
about in his daily tasks. He does not whistle while he works., He he
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the muted clang of Cathayan bells, and his eyes see the gates of distant
wonder.
W. D. J A COB S
"A Witness Tree, ~y Robert Frost. :New York: Henry Holt and Com-
pany, 1912. $2.00. .. ,< -
Out of the Jewel, by Rolfe Humphries. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1942. $2.50.
An American Anthology, edited by Tom Boggs. Prairie City, Ill.: The
Press of James A. Decker, ;1942. $2.00.
Sonnets and Lyrics, by Winthrop Palmer. ,Portland, Me.: Falmouth
Publishing House, 1941. $2.00.
The Ballad\.of ,Three, Sons, by Winthrop Palmer. 'New York: Gotham
. Bookmart Press, 1941. No price indicated. .
A Drunken Boat, by Jean-Arthur Rimbaud; translated by Clark Mills.
. Ithaca, N. Y.: Voyages" 1942. $1.00.
•Wexican Summer, by· Helen Gerry. New York: The Fine Editions
Pr~ss, 1941. $2.00. '
Mill Talk and Other Poems, by Leslie Nelson Je~nin~s. New York:
The Fine Editions Press, 1'942. $2.00.
Boy at Dusk, by Ralph Friedrich. N~w York: The Fine Editions I)ress,
1941. $2.00.
-Sing for Your Supper, by Sylvi Edith Mackey. Yello~ Springs. Ohio:
.The Antioch Pres~ 1942. $1.50.
Man Who -Pe{l in Love with God, by John Quinn. Boston: Bruce
Humphries, 1942. $2.00.
Smoking Flax, by Odell Francis. West Los Angeles: Wagon and Star
Publishers, 1941. $1.50. . '
.
Bright Singing Hour, by Dion O'Donno!. West Los Angeles: Wagqn
• . +
and Star PublIshers, 1942~ $1.00. I
With A Witness Tree Robert Frost presents his seventh book of
poems, his' first in six years~ And immediately one may say that the
book is not very much different from the former ones. Here again are
a group of lyrics, some short narratives, and some long lyrics in what
the publishers call F.rost's "characteristic' and highly personal quality of
wisdom." , ! -
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None-of this can be quarreled with. Frost does not have the ability
that Yeats had-the ability to deepen and strengthen his craftsmanship
as he grew older. If there is any change in Frost's work, it is that this
last collection seems thinner than others, not in bulk, but in riding a
spare horse with determination, even petulance. The personal
"wisdom" the publishers speak of, somehow in the poems becomes real
and importantly said. The cry against Frost's reactionary attitudes
which went up at tile publication of A Further Range has not been re-
peated for this volume; yet the attitudes are much the same. It is un-
fortunate that anyone, including the publishers, should emphasize this
.side of Frost, for the poems indicated are not his most permanent con-
tribution, though many are substantial poems. The real gold is in the
lyrics, represented best in this collection by "I Could Give All to Time."
No one can deny that Frost is a 'great minor poet, ~nd this volume, as
did each of the others, adds one or two really fine poems to his credit.
Rolfe Humphries is frankly a minor poet. He prefaces his collection
with this quotation: "A minor art needs to be hard, condensed, and
durable." What the term hard can mean other than condensed} I do not
know; but if those two terms are virtually the-same, Humphries gener-
ally satisfies the requirements for a good minor poetry. The collectiol)
is by no means even in execution: I found that the first section struck a
ge~erally fine level which was not equaled, except in spots, in subse-
quent sections. But his ability shows in a large number of styles and
kinds of perception, an interesting test for any minor poetry. ~~ 'is at
his best in a poem occasioned by some apparently slight situation, such
as hearing a waltz, as in "Valse Triste," or reading a legend, as in
"Theseus." These poems and many others like them, but ~n varying
occasions, are fine indeed. If he' misses the mark he has set up for him-
self, even in his best poems it is in lack of condensation in the sense of
the image and the symbol of many ramifications found in much tra-
ditional English poetry.
An American Anthology is at least the fifth or sixth collection Tom
Boggs has edited, and, so far as I know them, it is his best. Here ,appear
still his faults as an anthologist: a very personal 'taste which is often
faulty toward the "easy" and the experimental lyric; a continual thrust-
ing forward of some favorites (sometimes with Wte same po~ms used
before) who are by no means the best poets in the books. But in An
American Anthology his virtues show more importantly than" formerly:
a wider range of taste; a willingness to give the. better poets generally
{
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more space. Here are, sizeable. chunks from Kenneth Fearit:tg and
-Wallace Stevens, two fine poems by YvorWinters, individual poems of
quality by a number of other people. Bog~s limited himself to poems
which had not previously apHeared in other anthologies except a few
from Boggs' own earlier collections. He presents, then, little known
poems, and there is.much of value in the book.
Of Win.throp,PalmeF's two books, I like 'better the collection of
sonnets andt'jlyrics. The Ballad qf Three Sons is an allegorical story of
the three sons who are."The proud, the fierceand the malcontent." The
writing is interesting, at times accomplished, but too often turgid. In
the other book I admire the sonnets particularly. In them Mrs. Palmer.
demonstrates that she is a craftsman; she writes with a good sense of
what she is doing. A device she·uses throughout the sonnets is the juxta-
position of a general or. abstract word with an image, ~ device often
found in older English poetry and which she often turns off very well.
The method has limitations, however, and as Mrs. Palmer gets com-
mand of more ambitious devices we may expect even better poems of
her.
The R~mbaud translation by Clark Mills is printed in a limited
edition, presented attractively. The translation seems accomplished
and well done. Quite of another sort, however, is Helen Gerry's
Mexican Summer. Miss Gerry is adept at getting the surface impres-
sions, but her rang~ does not go below such surface manifestations; and
generally her verse composition is inept, as in "Miasma," with four of
. the first twelve lines ending with prepositions.
Of the 'six first books of poems here noticed, the best is easily Mill "
Talk and Other Poems by Leslie Nelson Jennings. "Mr. Jennings has T
been publishing poetry for more than'two decades, and it is surprising'
to find this his first book collection. He is a mature poet, often Writing
very well. He is Ja minor poet and invites comparison with Rolfe
Humphries: two or three of Mr. Jennings'POems come up to the best'
standard Of Mr. HJlmphries, but 4e does not have Humphries' breadth'
of theme and material nor his diverse technical accomplishment.
Boy at Dusk by Ralph Friedrich is the more ,typical first book. The
accomplishments are real and make for a few -interesting, good poems.
But the accomplishments are not many, nor are they' brilliant. The
metrical comppsition'is generally wooden. The. poems most of the time
cry for a defiriite ifJlage, sens0rt impact, and psychological depth. As
Mr. Frie~ich adds these to his ability, he very likely will produce some
" .
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important :work. Sing for Your Supper by Sylvi Edith Mackey is the
opposite, a mixture of free verse and prose, a group of isolated images
put together with a casual thread of idea moving from "Plowing"
through "Harvest." One cannot quarrel with the ideas, even some of
'the individual passages; but in all, the work suffers from lack of tha~
texture in poetry which we sometimes identify as "control" or "depth of
percep~ion:' Something similar could be said 'of John Quinn's Man
Who Fell in Love with God. The book deals with the love of man for
man and son for father, and in a variety of verse ·stYles. Many percep-
tions are strongly worded, and in the more formal sections there is
forced on the poet a tighter composition which indicates that Mr. Quinn
has considerable ability. , ;
The work of Odell Francis in Smoking Flax and of Dion O'Donnol
in Bright Singing Hour may be compared with Mr. Friedrich's book,
since they also use formal patterns. One may say that the. aceomplish-
ments of these two poets are less real than those of Mr. Friedrich,r'yet
still import~nt and solid; and that the same needs for a functional use of
metrics and for a sharper image are felt in the work of both poets.
ALAN SWALLOW
Public Schools and British Opinion Since r860, by Edward C. Mack.
New York: Col.umbia University Press, 1941.·$3.75.
,
The French Revolution won some measure of human rights for
mankind, but this monumental, unswerving study shows that the fun:da-:
mental premises of democracy never penetraten into the English public
school. Unless real changes occur, here is the burial ground of British
liberalism. The gravestone will read: "Here lies Democracy, killed by
Public School Snobbism. Rest in Disdain:'
w. D. J.
Rodeo, the Sport of the Cow Country, by Max Kegley. New York: Hast-
ings House, 1942. $1.0C)..
Excellent action photographs, held together 'by a minimum of text,
make this sixty-four page book' a choice addition to the guest room
library. S~im through the brief account of the rise of rodeo as a major
spectator sport, and you'll find yourself in the midst of horses with their
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feet off the ground and men with their sea~ off the hOJ:ses. If you like
horseflesh, this is your dish.
L. S.
J;exaS Childhood, by Evelyn Miller Crowell. Dallas: Ktileidograph
Press, 1941. $1.50. -;.-
Rose-~olored reminiscences of life on a Texas plantation, complete
with' a "big house" and "darkies standing at a respectful distance, grin-
ning arid giggling and ~,_ .:lg for their presents." Not recommended
for anyone who doesn't st~:1 relish the Bobbsey Twins.
" L. S.
, Twentiet~ Century Indians, photographs and text by Frances Booke
MacGregor; with a foreword by Clark Wissler. New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1941. $3.00~
L. S. '
"Givep. the opportunity to raise his standard of living and to regain
his national pride, the Indian will not only enrich his own life but that
of Anieri~a as well." Thus Mrs. MacGregor sums up her \brief but
excellent .statement of the history and 'present status of the American
Illdian. Supet"b documentary ph~tographs offer convincing proof of
Mrs. MacGregor's thesis.
'J
1
-'
Three Southwest Plays~ with an introduction by J<?hn Rosenfield.
Dallas: Southwest Review, 1942. $2.50.
,
. ,
An historical drama, a sprightly comedy, and 'a dramatic treatment
of a race relations theme attest the versatility and maturity of the Little
Theater ih Texas. Considered separa~ely, the three plays-"We Are
Beseiged:', "Where the Dear Antelope Play," and "Jute"-are good;
,bound together with John R~senfield's introductory comments, they
mirror not only the Texas amateur theater but Southwestern life as well. ' 6
L. S.
.
Spanish Colonial Furniture, by A. D. Williams. Milwaukee: The Bruce
Publishing Company; 1941. $3.00.
A req~1site for wood carvers, this 'book gives illustrations, working
,.
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drawings and specificat:iot:ls, bills of material for fifty-seven authentic,
attractive adaptations of Spanish furniture. Process instructions, fruit
of the author's teaching experience, are excellen~ly clear. The wide
variety of models, particularly good in bookcases, typical Spanish chests
and cabinets, is well within amateur range even though professional
in design and appearance.
K. s.
The Pueblos: A Camera Chronicle, by Laura Gilpin. New York: Hast-
ings House, 1942~ $3.00.
Tourist bait or learned society publications dealing with the Pueblos
are usually unserviceable for the average Southwest enthusiast. Here is .
'-;omething better, a perfect union of photographic art and reliable
scholarship achieved through twenty years of exploration of the. South-
west and acquaintance with its scientists, which is vivid, concise Pueblo
history. ~
K. S.
A Spanish Tudor: The Life of "Bloody Mary," by H. F. M. Prescott.
New York and London: Columbia University Press and Constable
and Company, Ltd., 1941. $5.00.
John Richard Green, if not Lytton Strachey, would have been proud
of this book. With vividness born of concrete scholarship and pungent
style, a seemingly impenetrable mass of documentary evidence has been
fused into a sympathetic, accurate account of England's mQst tragic _
queen. The voice of Tudor England tells the story, ambassad~r~ lord,
ana. commoner alike detailing Mary's way to dusty death. f
K. S.
Shakespeare's Audience, by Alfr~d Harbage. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1941. $2.25.
Chapter, verse, and statistics combine to prove that Shakespeare's
audience was.not "the very scum, rascallitie, and baggage of the people,"
as some prejudiced contemporaries have persuaded our most distin-
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guished ~holars, but rather like our OWl) moviegoers or the "grocer
and his wife." Revision of previous conceptions is demanded by this
accurate, convincing study. '
K. S.
K. S.
. ,t
The Raven and Other Poems, by Edgar Allan Poe; reproduced in fac-
simile from the Lorimer Graham copy of the edition of 1845 with
author's corrections and an introduction by Thomas Ollive Mab-
bott. (Publication No. 56 of the Facsimile Text Society.) N:ew
York: Columbia University Press for The Facsimile' Text Soc~ety,
1942. $1.80.
Poe's own corections and additions to this 1845 edition give in-
creased interest to "Lenore," "The Conqueror Worm," "The Haunted
Palace," and "The Raven," which some think needed more than it got.
This' evidence of Poe's working habits plus an introduction tracing
various issues of this volume merits minute examination from the
specialists. I
Honorable Enemy, Qy Ernest O. Hauser. New York: Duell, Sloan ,and
,Pearce, 1941. $2.50.
An important primer, if not a'!profound analysis, this swift, journal-
istic survey presents japan's johti, Doe, living, working, fighting, wor-
shipping the Son of Heaven. 'Blighted liberals, military, political, and
economic dictators, in fact the.whole japanese ruling pattern, are
sketched for a general public which had better study carefully the 'spe-
cial twists of this feudal, Insular civilization that we have to fight.
K. S.
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